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• A disclaimer



This is story about vulnerable people 
living with the consequences 
of rushed law making and - apparently -
no policy development. 





How did we realise something had changed?
– Observations by Patrollers …
– Confusion from Town Camp Residents …

What did I find













Powers to enter a house & land: 

Under s74 LA General Restricted Areas 
include private premises; 

see also interpretation of ‘premises’ which incl area of landd



Random search powers:



• Also under s18 NTERA, 
• In prescribed areas only, 

Police have power to enter a private home to 
take a seriously intoxicated person into 
protective custody

(extending the power under the NT’s Police 
Administration Act.)



In short:
Police can enter a house within a prescribed area if

• Police reasonably suspect there is alcohol inside or 

• there is really drunk person in the house 

Inside or outside a prescribed area, 
if police are carrying out searches for the purpose of 
stopping alcohol going into prescribed areas:

• Police can randomly stop & search people, cars, 
bags, etc.

And
• They can lawfully seize any alcohol found



Let’s look at this another way

• Where did this law come from?
• And what does it mean in practice in, 

eg, Alice Springs?





























Seizure

• Police can “seize a thing in connection with the 
exercise of a {random search} power […] that 
[s/he] reasonably believes to be related to a 
relevant offence” 
– no receipt
– no explanation re how to apply to get alcohol back
– no requirement an offence be laid
– No requirement to warn an offence to obstruct
– No requirement to identify self or station

• Anyone sober with ID & over 18 can still  buy alcohol





Comparing town & the bush

Alice Springs       Yuendumu
• liquor outlets 105 0
• take away licences     27 0 (closest 

is ~270km)

• Population 23892 ~800
• Popn living in 

prescribed area        ~2500-3000 ~800
• Chose to become 

‘dry’? No* Yes 
• In 2 previous years started a process of becoming  dry 

town & several town camps had chosen to become ‘dry’



Consequences of the Law:
(There is no data - only anecdotal)

Who do the police in fact “randomly” search? 
- random… or targetted?
What happens when you give police a power 
which encourages them to target indigenous 
people?
What does this law do in a community that 
already struggles with race relations?



Consequences of the Law:
(cont’d)
• What about the children (the original reason for this 

law’s introduction)?
• Has it stopped the drinking?

– Drinkers find other places to drink:
• The hills, the highways, or hide 

– Alternatively: they realise the police can’t catch 
them all the time

– Drinking as a form of resistance?



The prohibition of alcohol?

• Turn off the tap?
• Turn down the tap?
• Leave the tap running but don’t let some 

people drink from it?



Concerns :

• Safeguards?
– Identify self?
– Explain power? Explain how to complain?
– Requirement to inquire whether person going to 

prescribed area? 
– Record keeping?  … Issuing receipts?
– Geographical limitation?
– Same gender searching? - yes! 



Concerns :

there are no anti-corruption strategies in 
place & 
lawful police action is viewed skeptically 
by the community



Concerns :

The law is very broad & police don’t have 
resources to give it full effect , and

community members are unhappy about 
inconsistent application of the law:

- there are complaints about police entry to homes, 
and the same people complains that police do not 
stop taxi’s bring passengers with grog



A final remark

• The Race Discrimination Act
– NTERA says: this law will be taken to be a special 

measure
… If this is special measure that benefits indigenous 

people then it can bear the scrutiny of review

- Lawyers seems frozen about challenging NTERA -
…I’d suggest that there is a basis for running a challenge 

that takes the principles in the Tas Dams Case one step 
further.
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